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Marijuana businesses ripe for lending industry
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Federal law makes the possession and manufacture of marijuana a crime under the 
Controlled Substances Act. 21 U.S.C. 801, et. seq.

Despite this, Deputy U.S. Attorney General James Cole issued nonbinding guidance in 
August 2013 regarding the government’s goals for enforcement of federal marijuana laws.

The Cole memo provides bullet points on the Justice Department’s goals and deferred to 
traditional federalist principles for states maintaining their own laws regulating marijuana in 
compliance with the memo. As a result, states with robust regulation and enforcement measures 
for legal marijuana comply with the Cole memo.

Taking its cue from the federal guidance, Illinois enacted one of the most stringent medical 
marijuana laws in the country on Jan. 1, 2014 (410 ILCS 130, et. seq.).

In a still struggling economy, financial institutions are competing for commercial loan 
customers who can generate sufficient cash flow to pay their debts. The medical marijuana 
industry appears to be blossoming into a free cashflow generator.

Unfortunately, statelicensed medical marijuana business lacked federal guidance for 
potential lenders.

As such, on Feb. 14, 2014, the U.S. Treasury Department’s Financial Crime Enforcement 
Network issued guidance regarding compliance with the Bank Secrecy Act and the requirements 
for filing suspicious activity reports, or SARs, by any financial institution insured by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corp.

The FinCEN guidance restated the Cole memo’s goals for federal policy and expanded the 
Cole memo to financial institutions. The DOJ even issued another memo simultaneously with the 
guidance that stated its goal of ensuring consistent executive policy on legalized marijuana.
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Unlike the DOJ, which relies on the states to enforce criminal laws, Treasury regulates FDIC
insured lending institutions on a national level. Any prosecution under the BSA is normally done 
by the DOJ. The guidance provides consistent law enforcement goals for both the DOJ and 
Treasury regarding statelicensed marijuana businesses.

The problem with the guidance and the Cole memo is their paper tiger message. The 
guidance, like the memo, is not binding; it merely comes from an authoritative source.

The FinCEN regulations require a financial institution to file a SAR if it reasonably believes 
that any transaction involves illegal activity or an attempt to disguise illegal activity. The BSA 
defines “financial institution” so broadly that any entity providing credit must file a SAR when 
engaging in the marijuana trade.

There is no getting around the duty to file a SAR or the breadth of the definition of “financial 
institution.” The guidance expressly stated that “the obligation to file a SAR is unaffected by any 
state law that legalizes marijuanarelated activity.”

The SAR is one of the primary reasons why it has been difficult for banks to serve marijuana 
businesses. FinCEN regulations on FDICinsured banks require a SAR for every transaction that 
involves illegal activity or those done to evade BSA regulations.

The point of the BSA is to provide law enforcement with information that is highly useful in 
criminal investigations.

In an attempt to open financial services to the budding marijuana industry, the guidance 
invents three types of SARs related to marijuana. If the marijuana business is complying with the 
Cole memo’s goals, a “marijuana limited” SAR is filed. The financial institution must file 
continuing activity reports while its marijuana business client operates within the stated policy 
goals of the DOJ as outlined in the Cole memo, meaning continued compliance with state 
marijuana laws and regulations.

If the financial institution determines its marijuana business customer is violating one of the 
policy goals from the Cole memo, the financial institution files a “marijuana priority” SAR. This is 
a red flag to FinCEN that the marijuana business may have gone rogue and could be operating 
outside the bounds of DOJ policy.

Finally, if the financial institution believes that it needs to terminate its relationship with the 
rogue marijuana business due to moneylaundering risks, it files a “marijuana termination” SAR.

In addition to compliance with filing SARs, FDICinsured institutions must exercise safe and 
sound banking practices in conducting their business. An unsafe and unsound banking practice is 
one that results in abnormal risks. The risk of loss is the key to determining whether a practice is 
unsound. See Running v. State Banking Board of Illinois, 237 Ill.App.3d 590, 604 (4th Dist. 1992), 
citing Northwest National Bank v. U.S. Department of Treasury Office of Comptroller of Currency, 917 
F.2d 1111, 1115 (8th Cir. 1990).

The Cole memo and the guidance provide a path forward for FDICinsured financial 
institutions that want to extend their services to statecompliant marijuana businesses. However, 
questions of whether it is safe and sound banking practice to follow nonbinding guidance that 
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facilitates technical money laundering under the BSA needs to be addressed with additional 
FinCEN guidance or through congressional action.

Congress is unlikely to act, however, as the most recent Gallup Poll indicates that 69 percent 
of Republicans support continued marijuana prohibition. On the other hand, President Barack 
Obama has gone on record voicing his support for legal medical marijuana.

The guidance is FinCEN’s attempt to welcome financial institutions into the growing 
marijuana business and meet the objectives of the Cole memo. To catch the bad actors in the 
marijuana business, the current cashonly policy must be changed. By enabling financial 
institutions to have customers in the marijuana business, there will be account record keeping of 
the cash generated by the industry. These newly created financial records will act as the 
fingerprints for any improprieties by less reputable businesses.
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